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Abstract 
Broadcasting in random graphs has drawn increasing attention in the past years. Various results 
have been previously shown related to the minimum time needed to broadcast a message from 
any vertex to all the vertices of G “.,, random graphs. We prove here that in G,,.,, random graphs 
for the value of probability p used in Gerbessiotis, near-optimal broadcast can be achieved, with 
high probability, in Ig n + O(lg Ig Ig n) time steps, an improvement over the previous time bound 
of Ig n + O(lg Ign). It is assumed that at any time step a given vertex could either transmit 
to or receive from at most one other vertex one message in unit time. We also prove that 
for p = c Ig Ig Ign logn/n, for any constant c > 16, a message held by any vertex of a G,,.,, 
random graph can be broadcast to all other vertices in at most Ign + I time steps, with high 
probability. Both proofs use techniques from the works of Gerbessiotis, and Scheinerman and 
Wierman (1989) as well as new ones that allow the new results to be obtained. 
I. Introduction 
A distributed computing environment involves the execution at different locations 
of loosely coupled or uncoupled tasks. The computers in such an environment com- 
municate via a communication network. In a distributed computing environment it is 
sometimes necessary that one computer send to the remaining ones various pieces of 
information. Such pieces of information may describe the current status of the connec- 
tions linking the computers, how one computer can send messages to others and via 
which intermediate computers, the sets of approved users and the available peripherals, 
and so on. A task that needs to be performed frequently in such networks is thus that of 
broadcusting, that is, the dissemination of information, held initially at one computer, 
to all the others in the network. It is important that the time it takes to broadcast a 
message be as short as possible. This time depends on the topology of the network, 
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the identities of the pairs of nodes that are linked directly to each other. Since this 
topology may change with time, one needs to model somehow networks of varying 
topologies and examine their properties as related to broadcasting. We may thus view 
a computer network as a graph, where the vertices correspond to processing units and 
the edges to communication lines linking these units. 
A processing unit can only directly communicate with the ones directly linked to it. 
Each communication link is bi-directional but at any time only one of the two possible 
directions can be used. The message to be broadcast traverses such links in unit time. 
If one unit sends or receives a message from a second unit no other unit can send or 
receive messages from any of these two units during that communication. 
In this discussion lgn will denote the base two and logn the natural logarithm of n. 
In a complete graph K,, on n vertices it is possible to broadcast a message held by any 
vertex of the graph in [lgnl time steps to the remaining vertices by doubling at each 
step the number of vertices holding the message. At the first step of such a broadcast 
the vertex that originally possesses the message transmits it to a vertex adjacent to it. 
In the following step the two vertices that now possess the message transmit it to two 
new vertices. This way, after two time steps the original message has been transmitted 
to four vertices. This can be repeated until the message has been disseminated to the 
whole network. 
We shall study various properties of various classes of random graphs. A definition 
of the model of random graphs that will be used is given below. 
Definition 1. The model G,,P , 0 < p < I, of random graphs consists of all undirected 
graphs on n labeled vertices in which the edges are chosen independently and with 
probability p. 
We are interested in the minimum time needed to broadcast a message from a given 
vertex to all the vertices of G,, random graphs. We are also interested in the broudcusr 
number of such graphs, that is, the maximum over all vertices u of the minimum time 
needed to broadcast a message from vertex v. 
We shall use the term new-optimal introduced in [7] to refer to graphs whose 
broadcast number is lgn + o(lgn). The term close-to-optimul will similarly refer to 
graphs with broadcast number lg n f 0( I), where 0( I ) is a small constant, and the 
term optimul to graphs with broadcast number equal to [lgnl. 
The problem of broadcasting in random graphs was first studied by Scheinerman 
and Wierman in [7], where they proved that it was possible to perform with high 
probability, that is, with probability tending to one as n approaches infinity, what they 
called neur-optimul broadcast in G,,P random graphs for p = w, logn/n with w,, ----f 00 
as n ---) cx). It was also proved in that paper that a certain broadcast algorithm could 
optimally broadcast, with high probability, from any given vertex to all the vertices of 
G,,.P random graphs with edge probability p = c log2 n/n, for a constant c > 8/ log 2, 
in exactly [lg n] time steps and thus derived a broadcast number of [lgnl for almost 
all such random graphs. 
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2. Contents of this paper 
In [7] it was conjectured that it is possible to near-optimally broadcast a message in 
random graphs with edge probability p = c log n/n, for a constant c > 1, in lg n +o( lg n) 
time steps with high probability. This conjecture was proved in [5] for c > 18.4 and 
for broadcast time Ig n + d lg Ig n, where d is a positive constant less than one. 
It was also conjectured in [7] that it is possible to optimally broadcast a message, 
with high probability, in [lgnl time steps in random graphs with edge probability p = 
CO,, log n/n, where CO,? ---f 00 as n + CO. It was shown in [5] that for p = c lg Ig n log n/n, 
for any constant c > 16, this is feasible, thus improving the previous bound of [7] on 
P. 
Using the techniques of [5] and also introducing new ones we show here how closr- 
to-optimul broadcast in at most [lgnl + 1 steps can be achieved for G,,,p random graphs 
with p = c Ig Ig Ig n log n/n, for any constant c > 16. Hence by adding at most one more 
step in the minimum required broadcast time we manage to further decrease the value 
of probability p. 
We also show that the new technique used to obtain the previous result can be 
applied to the near-optimal case and give a broadcast number of Ig n + f Ig Iglgn, 
where .f is a positive constant less than one, for almost all G,r.p random graphs with 
p = c logn/n, for any c > 18.4, thus improving the previously stated result for this 
class of graphs. 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that n is a power of two. For the near-optimal 
broadcast case, if this is not the case, we can replace as fit, occurrences of lgn and 
]g ]gn by llg 1 n and [lg Ig nl, respectively. The same holds for the close-to-optimal 
broadcast case although for this case we examine in detail the case for n = 2*‘, k an 
integer, the subcase n = 2” follows by replacing each occurrence of Iglgn there by 
[lg Ig nl . The case of n not being a power of two is discussed separately there. 
3. Broadcast trees on random graphs 
We present below a method to find broudcust trees in random graphs, i.e. rooted 
subtrees of the random graphs on at most half of the vertices of the graph that will 
be used to disseminate quickly a message held by the root of the tree, within a given 
number of time steps, to as many vertices of this tree and the graph as possible. The 
presentation here follows the discussion of [5]. 
A G,,, random graph on n labeled vertices can be constructed by “revealing” graph 
edges in some order. An edge will be included in the graph independently of the other 
ones with probability p. When we find a broadcast tree rooted at some vertex of this 
graph we first generate the edges of the tree thus revealing their dependencies in the 
graph. Such a tree will use at most half of the n vertices of the graph. At the end of 
this tree finding process we conclude the random graph construction by completing the 
generation of all the unaccounted edges and the random graph is thus formed. 
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We need to show that in G,,.P random graphs, for values of p as needed for the 
near-optimal and close-to-optimal cases for each vertex of the random graph we are 
able to find such a tree with high probability. Each internal vertex of this tree will 
have a number of children in the tree that belongs to an interval [lgn,O(lgn)] (or 
[lg lgn,O(lglgn)]) as required by the probabilistic considerations of the tree finding 
process. The upper bound of each of the two possible intervals depends, among other 
things, on the choice of p. 
We find such a broadcast tree in a random graph using a technique based on the 
one that first appeared in [I] and also used in [5]. 
We shall describe this procedure and also present it in algorithmic form. Besides 
the labeling of the vertices of the random graph implied by the definition of such a 
graph, we shall also label its vertices using a mapping I : V + (0,. . . , L} U {*}, where 
L is such that f. = lgn - [lg lg lgn] - 5. Such a labeling of the vertices of the tree 
will be referred hereafter as a broudcust lubeliny. We shall often omit the “broadcast” 
part when we refer to such a labeling. If vertex v of some broadcast tree T is labeled 
f(v) # *, this will imply that vertex v, in the course of execution of the following 
broadcast algorithm, will receive from its father the message to be broadcast in the 
tree at time step f(u) and in the next time step it will start broadcasting it to some of 
its children. 
Procedure Broadcast(d) 
// Broadcast a message for d time steps. 
// The message is held initially by the root of a broadcast tree. 
// This procedure is executed asynchronously by each vertex of the tree. 
II 
begin 
for all vertices u such that I(U) # *,d do 
// Let “,, 1 djdd - I(u), be the child of u 
// in the tree, if there is such, with label I(U) + j. 
II 
end 
for j = 1 to d - l(u) do 
At time step f(u) +j vertex U, which received the message at 
time step f(u), transmits it to vertex uj; 
When Broadcast(L) is executed on the trees that will be formed in this paper, 
the message will be broadcast by the completion of the Lth time step to at least 
42 - a)‘s’s+‘s’s’s”/(32 lgn) vertices, where a depends on n and a -+ 0 as n -+ 
co. 
We now describe this tree finding process for a tree rooted at some particular vertex 
U, by revealing the edges of the random graph in such an order that the edges of the 
desired tree are revealed first. 
In the beginning of the tree finding process we first label the root u of the tree to be 
constructed. Its label will be 0. At this point no generation of the edges of the random 
graph has occurred and only the root of the tree to be found has been labeled. 
We then “expand” u, that is, reveal the edges connecting ZJ with other vertices of the 
random graph. We would like to reveal edges among at most half of the vertices of 
the random graph during the tree finding process. Let set S be a set of vertices of the 
graph of size IS( = s. Its exact size will depend on various parameters, including p. 
and will be at most n/4. Set S will hold the prospective children of u and in general 
of a vertex about to be “expanded”. For u and in general for any vertex about to be 
“expanded” we first determine the number U of its children in the tree according to 
the following binomial distribution: 
Proh(U = k) = (i,) p” (I - pp. 
That way we decide some but not necessarily all the vertices adjacent to a given vertex 
in G,I.,,. As soon as we decide the number of children of the vertex in question (u 
here) and let this number be k, we choose k among the s vertices of S uniformly at 
random. Each subset of S of size k is chosen with the same probability among the (i) 
possible ones. These vertices will become the children of the expanded vertex (that 
is, u) in the tree being formed. We decide arbitrarily an ordering of the vertices say, 
according to the labeling of the vertices in the random graph. This ordering will be 
used for broadcast labeling purposes. We then remove these vertices from S. We add 
vertices to S so that it recaptures its original size s by choosing k arbitrary vertices, 
among the remaining vertices of the graph or alternatively, from a subset of those 
vertices. In this treatment we shall add vertices to S so that a total of at most n/2 
of the n vertices of the random graph will ever participate in this tree finding process 
either by including them in the tree or in set S. After we have revealed the children 
of u in the tree and let them be ui , . . . , up, we label them in such a way that vertex 
Ui, I <i <L. - I(u), is labeled l(u) + i and the remaining vertices are labeled *. We 
repeat this process by similarly expanding the children of u that have labels belonging 
to the set {I,. . . , L - I}. The order of expansion of these vertices is given in procedure 
Expand that follows this discussion. 
If we assume that in the beginning of the tree finding process IS] = sbn/4, then 
we need to show that this process will consider with high probability at most n/2 - s 
vertices altogether so that we will be able at any step of this process to add vertices to 
S so that it is always of size s and use overall in this process at most n/2 vertices. In 
case more than n/2 vertices are considered, we declare FAILURE of the process and 
the broadcast. 
This tree finding process can be described in terms of procedure Expand given below. 
Procedure Expand( T, P. s, d, D, L, POOL); 
// Procedure Expand expands vertices, by revealing some of the edges of the 
// random graph, to form a tree that is a subgraph of the random graph. 
// T is a set variable that contains the set of edges revealed so far. 
// P is a set variable containing a set of vertices. All vertices in P 
// will be considered for expansion. 
// s is the cardinality of set S and is fixed in any single call of Expand. 
// The distance of any leaf of the tree at the completion of Expand, from any 
// vertex of P will be at most d. 
// Only vertices that will be assigned labels less than D, 
// during that call of Expand, will be expanded. 
// L is the maximum value of a label to a vertex. 
// p is the edge probability of the class of random graphs considered. 
// POOL is a set of vertices. 
begin 
0. for every vertex u in P do 
begin 
I/ 
// One must interpret the set notation used for P in terms of a priority queue. 
// The smaller the label I(v) of a vertex the higher its priority. 
// When we remove an element from P, we remove the 
// one with the highest priority (and an arbitrary one in case of a tie). 
// That is the meaning of P = P - {u} in step 1 below. 
// In the same manner, P = P U {w} inserts element w into 









P = P - {u}; 
if I(u) < D and I(u) # * 
begin 
The value of the binomial random variable I/ gives the 
number of prospective children of u in the tree being constructed. 
Random variable U equals k with probability given by 
(the flipping of a biased coin s times yields such a 
distribution for the number of head/tails observed) 
Prob(U = k) = (t) pk (I - P)“-~. 
Choose uniformly at random k among the s vertices of set S. 
Let ~1,. . . , uk be the vertices of S chosen in the 
previous step. Fill S with k vertices, drawn arbitrarily from 
POOL, so that it becomes again of size s. 
Determine whether we need to declare FAILURE of Expand and the 
broadcast by determining whether the previous expansion was a 
“successful” or “unsuccessml” one, according to the comments in 
the proof of Proposition 1 that follows. 
for i = 1 to k do 
if f(u)+ i<L 
I(q) = l(u) + i; 
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else 
7. I@;) = *; 
// Only vertices that are scheduled to be expanded are added to P. 
// For a vertex 1.4 only d - 1 - (f(u) - D + d) of its k adjacent 
I/ vertices need to be expanded following the discussion on Broadcast. 
8. P = P u {u, ,...,Ud-l-(l(rr)-D+d)}; 





We present below procedure Phase which shows how the random graph is generated 
for the case of close-to-optimal broadcast. Procedure Phase can be used in the case of 
near-optimal broadcast if we only change the values of s accordingly. 
Given Expand, procedure Phase forms a random G,,, graph. The first six steps of 
Phase generate edges randomly and thereby construct the claimed broadcast tree. Step 
6 completes the generation of all the remaining edges of the random graph. 
Procedure Phase is given below. 
Procedure Phase(u) 
// Vertex u is going to be the root of the broadcast tree to be constructed. 
// The size of the graph n is of the form n = 2*‘, k a positive integer. 
begin 
0. Let POOL contain an arbitrary set of n/2 vertices of the graph. 
Set S in steps 1 and 4 will be formed from vertices of this set; 
I. P = {u}; I(u) = 0; s = (6.7n)/(16lglglgn); d = lgn - iglgn - 5; 
D=d; L=lgn-[lglglgnl-5; T=8; 
2. Expand( T, P, s, d, D, L, POOL); 
3. Let W be the set of vertices u of T such that f(u)>, Ign - Ig Ig n - 5. 
These vertices are leaves in tree T. 
4. P = W; s = (5nlog log n)/(16Iglglgnlogn); d = lglgn - [lglglgnl; 
L=Ign- [lglglgn] -5; D=L; 
5. Expand( T, P, s, d, D, L, POOL ); 
// All vertices with labels < L have been expanded. 
;; Th 
Generate the remaining edges of the random graph. 
e random graph has been constructed and T shows a subtree of it rooted at u. 
end 
The broadcast tree represented by the variable T will be referred hereafter as T. The 
contents of T after the completion of steps 2 and 5 in Phase will be of interest. 
The tree T constructed after the execution of step 2 of Phase corresponds to the 
construction of what was defined in [5] as a B[lgn -IgIgn - 5 : Ign;O(lgn)] broadcast 
tree. The labeling of some of the vertices of T is different from the one in [5], since 
the broadcast labeling there (according to the definition of [5]) assigned a label x 
to vertices that are now labeled with labels greater than Ign - Iglgn - 5. All other 
vertices can be labeled identically if any of the two labelings is applied to 7’. This 
difference is because of the fact that on i”, broadcasting will last for Ig n- [Ig Ig Ig n] -5 
iterations, rather than the Ign - Ig Ign - 5 of [5]. Steps 3-5 continue this tree finding 
process for Ig Ig n - [lg Ig Ig nl additional steps but with set S of different size. The 
only vertices that need to be expanded are those labeled after step 3 of Phase with 
labels at least Ig n - Ig Ig n - 5 which were leaves in T before the execution of step 4 
of Phase. 
We note that all the edges revealed in steps l-5 of Phase are between pairs of the 
n/2 vertices in POOL, and do not involve the remaining n/2 vertices at all. 
4. Some results from probability theory 
The probability of having S,,, successes in n independent Bernoulli trials of indi- 
vidual success probability p is given by a binomial term B(S,,,,; n, p). The following 
was proved by Angluin and Valiant. 
Fact 1 (Angluin and Valiant [2]). In u hinomiul distribution with density B(S,,,,>; n,p) 
the jbllowing bounds hold: 
Pro@&, 3 ( I + c)np) de-’ ‘3’.‘f’1’, 
und 
Prob(S,,,, <( I - c)np)<e-’ ‘2’.‘fip, 
where 0 < t; < I. 
We shall also use the following asymptotic result derived from the DeMoivre-Laplace 
Theorem given in [4, Theorem 7, Part (ii)]. 
Theorem I (Bollobk [4, Theorem 7, (ii)]). Let &, denote the number c~f succe.we.~ 
in n independent Bernoulli triuls with individucrl probability of’ success p cmd let 
q = I - p. Ifug> und pn3 I then 
Prob(S,.,, 3 upn) < (e/u)“‘P”. 
5. Properties of broadcast trees 
We present below some properties of broadcast tree T. 
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5.1. Preliminury results for close-to-optimal hroudcust 
The following proposition applies to procedure Phase with regard to G,,., random 
graphs with p = c Ig Ig lg n log n/n, c > 16. 
Proposition 1. In the cluss G,,,r of’ rundom graphs, p = c Ig Ig lgn log n/n, It>here 
16 < c < 16.01, bvhen Phase is executed, for n > 600 und positive 6 (respectively, 
0, kth probubility ut leust 1 - l/n’+” (respectively, 1 - l/log’+r n), any’ one ,fixed 
internul vertex oj’ T hetlveen step I (respectively, step 3) and step 3 (respectively, 
step 6) of‘ Phase obtuins ut leust Ig n (respectively, Ig lgn) and ut most 9.13 Ig n 
(respectively, 6.25566 lg Ig n) children. 
The proposition follows for values of c greater than 16.01, since it states a monoton- 
ically increasing property. This will also be true for other propositions and theorems 
in this paper. 
Proof. Let p = 16 Ig lg lg n log n/n. During the first call to Expand in Phase the size of 
set S is ISI = s = 6.7 n/( 16 Ig Ig Ig n) < n/4 (for n > 600). Since every vertex in the 
random graph (and thus in the tree) is connected to a particular vertex with probability 
p. the mean of the binomial distribution that gives, in step 2 of Expand, the number of 
prospective children of a vertex in the broadcast tree is ~1st = 6.7 log n = 6.7 log 2 Ig n. 
We examine for a particular vertex the probability that this vertex gets less than Ign 
or more than 9.13 Ig n children. 
Let U be the random variable that gives the number of children of some vertex 
in the tree finding process. The Angluin-Valiant bounds of Fact 1 give the following 
inequalities. 
and 
Prob( U < Ig n) < ne2.0e2, 
that is with probability at least 1 - n-2.o79 - nm2.0h2  1 - n-2-d, for an appropriate 
6 > 0, we get that U is at least Ig n and at most 9.13 lg n. Thus our claims for the 
internal vertices of T just after the completion of step 2 are proved. 
For the vertices included in T after step 2 and by the time step 5 is completed, we 
only need to apply the previous bounds to the new size of S. Since we choose to have 
IS( = (5n log log n)/( 161glg Ign logn) < n/4 (for n > 600) plS\ = 5 log log n, we 
similarly get the following bounds as before. 
Prob( U > 6.25566 lg Ig n) < log-‘.ox n, 
and 
Prob( U < Ig Ig n) < log-‘.070x n, 
that is, with probability at least 1 - log-‘.‘s n - log-‘~070x n3 1 - log-‘-‘n, for an 
appropriate [ > 0, we get that U is at least lg lgn and at most 6.25566 Ig lgn. 
In case step 2 of any execution of Expand gives a value for U that is outside the 
desired interval, we declare failure of Expand in step 2 or 4 of Phase, of Phase and 
the Broadcast. 0 
5.2. Two other properties of broudcust tree T 
The following two claims will be needed. Claim 1 rephrases Claim 3 of [5]. 
Claim I. In uny succe.ajiul cull of’ Expund jiom Phuse, the number of vertices v ufter 
the completion of step 2 of’ Phuse such thut l(v)<i, i< lg n - lg lgn - 5, is equul 
to 2’. 
Proof. An inductive argument on i suffices for the proof. There exists one vertex 
labeled 0. For id lgn - lg lgn - 5, the number of vertices labeled i is equal to the 
number labeled at most i - 1 since by Proposition 1, each internal vertex of T has at 
least lg n > lg n - lg lg n - 5 children (unless we declare failure of Expand) and thus 
each vertex labeled at most i - 1 gets exactly one child labeled i in step 6 of Expand. 
The claim then follows. 0 
Claim 2. In uny successfir cull of Espund jiom Phuse, the leaves of T lubeled other 
thun * just ufter step 2 of Phuse ure the vertices Iuheled ut least lg n - lg lg n - 5. 
Proof. The vertices labeled > lgn - lg lgn - 5 are never included in set P 
because of the i,f statement between steps I and 2 in Expand and are thus never 
“expanded”, i.e. they never acquire children in T during the execution of step 2 of 
Phase. 0 
In addition to the previous claim, the expanded vertices, which are the ones labeled 
at most lgn - lg lgn - 6 are, by Claim I, equal in number to the number of leaves of 
T labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5. 
6. Some results on complete matchings in bipartite graphs 
Below we state some results on matchings in bipartite graphs, which will be used 
later in this work. 
The model of random bipartite graphs with vertex bipartition V = X U Y is the 
following: For each vertex of X and each vertex of Y, there is an undirected edge 
between them with probability p. 
The following result proved in [5] is a modification of a more general one presented 
in [4]. 
Theorem 2. Let G = (X u Y,E) be CI rundom bipartite graph, where 1x1 = 1 YI = Y, 
(n/8 - n/( 16 lg n)) d r 6 n, und the edges between X und Y appear independently with 
probability p, where p = c log n/n, 16 < c < 16.01, c = O(log n). Then G bus CI 
complete mutchinq with probability at least 1 - l/n’,5, for [urge n. 
The property expressed by the theorem is monotonically increasing and thus the 
theorem follows for larger values of c as well. For the classes of random graphs 
considered in this paper we have that the c of Theorem 2 is such that c > 16 and 
c = O(logn). 
We now give the following variation of Theorem 2 also proved in [5] when sets X 
and Y are not of equal size. 
Theorem 3. Let G = (XU Y, E) be u random bipartite gruph und let 1x1 = r 2 4,I Y 1 = 
x + r<n, x2 [n/(8 (lglgn + l))] und the edges between X und Y uppeur inde- 
pendently with probability p. Let p = clog n/n be such thut px > 1.9 logn und 
c = O(logn). Then G has u matching thut suturutes X with probability ut Ieust 
1 - max{ l/n’, l/n~(r+V’.“os’i-‘}, for Iurge n. 
7. Close-to-optimal and near-optimal broadcast 
We now show the results related to close-to-optimal and near-optimal broadcast in 
various classes of random graphs. We have so far established the validity of Proposition 
1. We still need to show that steps l-5 of procedure Phase generate edges that involve 
at most half of the n vertices of the random graph with probability at least 1 - l/n’+“, 
that is the number of vertices that are taken into consideration in procedure Phase is 
at most n/2 (the size of POOL). 
Proposition 2. In the cluss G,,,r of rwdom graphs, with p = c lg lg lg n log n/n, 16 < 
c < 16.01, procedure Phase, for un E > 0 that depends on the 6, [ of Proposition I 
cmd lurge enough n, with probability ut leust 1 - l/n’+“, yenerutes edges thut involve 
ctt most n/2 vertices. The number of broadcast lubeled vertices with lubels &ken from 
the set (0,. . . , lgn - [lg lglgnl - 5) is ut leust n(2 - a) Ig Ig ‘I- Ilg Ig Ig nl/(32 lg n), n*here 
a = (1 + l/logn)/log’+rn. 
The property expressed by the theorem is monotonically increasing and thus the 
theorem follows for larger values of c. The proof of this proposition for the portion of 
the tree revealed up to step 3 of Phase is proved similarly to Proposition 1 of [5] if we 
use Proposition 1 of this paper instead of Proposition 2 of [5]. The non-obvious part 
is to establish the result for the internal vertices of the tree expanded in step 5, since 
the subadditivity argument claimed in the proof related to step 3 is not applicable. 
Proof. In Phase just after step 2, tree T has n/(64 lgn) internal vertices by Claims 1 
and 2. The probability that an internal vertex obtains a number of children which is at 
most lg n or at least 9.13 lg n is by Proposition 1 at most n -2-6 With probability at least . 
1 - (n/(64lgn)) nF2-& > 1 - H-‘-~ for the 6 > 0 determined in Proposition 1, tree T 
after step 2 of Phase, has the desired number of children per internal vertex. Since every 
internal vertex of the tree has thus at most 9.13 lg n children and we have expanded 
n/(64 lg n) vertices, the total number of vertices in the broadcast tree T just after step 2 
of Phase is with probability at least 1 - l/n’+” at most ((n/(64lgn)).9.13 lgn+ 1) (the 
one counts the root of T). This number added to s, the size of S, is definitely at most 
n/2 (the size of POOL), the maximum number of vertices that will be considered in 
such a tree finding process. 
We still need to show that if we add to this number the vertices involved in the 
generation of edges by steps 3-5 of Phase we can still get a sum of at most n/2 
vertices. 
This latter part is more complicated to prove. 
When procedure Expand in step 5 is called vertices are expanded in increasing order 
of their labels. 
We call such an expansion of an individual vertex “successful” if the number of 
children this vertex obtains is at least lg lg n and at most 6.25566 lg lg n. The probability 
that such an expansion for an individual vertex is not “successful” (or is “unsuccessful”) 
is, by Proposition 1, at most l/(log’+i n). If an expansion is “unsuccesstil” we throw 
away from T the vertices of S involved in step 4 of Expand and we also never add 
these vertices to set S again. The term “successful” (or “unsuccesstkl”) expansion will 
also be used in this proof to denote the vertex that has successlklly (or not) been 
expanded. 
Let a = (1 + l/logn)/(log’+C n). We first study the expansion of vertices labeled 
lgn - lg lgn - 5 in the call to Expand issued in step 5 of Phase. 
After the successfi.rl completion of step 2 of Phase, by Claim 1, there are n/(32 lg n) 
vertices labeled at most lgn - lg lgn - 5 and these vertices are the ones that will re- 
ceive the message if Broadcast(lg n - lg lg n - 5) is executed on this instance of 7’. 
Among these vertices, by Claim 1, there are n/(64 lg n) ones labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5. 
These vertices are the ones that will be “expanded” first when Expand is called 
in step 5 of Phase. The probability of an individual “unsuccessful” expansion is at 
most I/(log’+‘n) by Proposition 1. Thus the probability that among these n/(641gn) 
expansions we have at least (an)/(64 lgn) “unsuccessful” ones is, by the Angluin- 
Valiant bounds, at most exp (-Q(n/( 1og4+- n))) which is asymptotically for large n 
at most 1/n3. Thus with probability at least 1 - l/n3 the number of “unsuccess- 
ful” expansions is at most (an)/(64 lgn), the number of “successful” ones is at least 
n/(64 lg n) - (an)/(64 lg n) (and at most n/(64 lg n)), and each one of these latter ex- 
panded vertices will have a number of edges, involving at most 6.25566 lg lg n vertices 
of the random graph, revealed during this process. 
We still need to count the number of vertices revealed by the “unsuccessful” ex- 
pansions. Let U denote, as in Expand, the random variable that gives the number of 
prospective children of a vertex to be expanded and we focus our attention on “un- 
successful” expansions. To estimate U for such expansions we use Theorem 1. Let 
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us substitute in Theorem 1 the edge probability p of the class of random graphs ex- 
amined here, q = 1 - p, n = s so that pn = ps = 5 log log n. We get that for a 
u = log n/(5 log log n) the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for sufficiently large 
n and thus the probability 
Prob(S,., > upn) = Prob( U > upn) = Prob( U 2 log n) < (5e log log n/ log n)‘og ” . 
For sufficiently large n this probability is at most l/n). Thus, with probability at least 
1 - 1 /n3 an “unsuccessful” expansion generates edges involving at most log n vertices 
of S. We have at most (an)/(64 lgn) < n/(2 lgn) such expansions and thus with 
probability at least 1 - 1/(2n2 Ign), by subadditivity, the number of vertices revealed 
by such expansions is at most ((an)/(64 lg n)) log n. 
The discussion of the two previous paragraphs covers the iterations of the external 
for loop in Expand for all vertices labeled lgn - lg lg n - 5. We need to examine all 
other remaining iterations of Expand. Our claims below will be based on the arguments 
presented in the preceding two paragraphs. 
Let us define As = n/(32 lgn) to be the number of vertices that at the end of 
step 2 in Phase were labeled 0-lg n - lg lgn - 5. Among these vertices, A,-,/2 were 
labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5 and were leaves in T just after the completion of step 2 of 
Phase. The remaining A,-,/2 ones were internal vertices of T, each such vertex had at 
least lgn children (with probability at least 1 - ne2-‘) and each label from the set 
{lgn - lglgn - 5,..., L}, L < Ign, was assigned to exactly one of these children. 
Following the new definitions and the justification of the preceding paragraphs we get 
that with probability at least 1 - ( l/n3 + 1/(2n2 lg n)) > 1 - l/(n2 lg n), for n > 4, among 
the As/2 vertices labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5 we had at least Ao/2 - LuAc/2J “successful” 
expansions (that is, the number of children of each such expanded vertex is given by 
Proposition 1) while the at most [uAa/2J “unsuccessful” expansions generated edges 
involving at most [uAc/2J log n < a log n Ao/2 vertices. 
This will constitute the basis of the inductive argument that will follow. 
In the subsequent discussion Ai, i 20, will denote the number of vertices labeled 
lg n - lg lg n - 5+i after the expansion of all vertices labeled Ig n - lg lg n - 5+i- 1 has 
been completed uring the execution of Expand in step 5 of Phase. Bi will denote the 
vertices labeled 0-lg n - lg lg n - 5+i after this expansion. This number will correspond 
to the number of vertices that will receive the message held by the root of T if 
Broadcast(lgn - lg lgn - 5 + i) is executed on it. 
When step 9 of Expand is executed for the last vertex of P labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5 
the number of vertices Al labeled lgn - lg Ign - 4 is equal to the sum of Ao/2 = 
n/(64 lg n) since each internal vertex of T after step 2 of Phase had one vertex adjacent 
to it labeled lg n - lg lg n - 4, and a quantity which is at least Ac/2 - [aAo/2J since each 
one among these vertices is a leaf of this instance of T whose labeled lg n - lg lg n - 5 
father had a “successtkl” expansion. Thus Al ~AO - [aA0/2]. We also have trivially 
that Al < Ao. The number of internal vertices of 7’ at this point is also Al, equal to 
the Ao/2 old ones plus the newly expanded vertices due to “successful” expansions. 
The number of vertices Bt labeled &lg n - lg lg n - 4 which will receive the message 
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held by the root of T if Broadcast(lg n - lg lgn - 4) is executed on it, is such that 
Bi > 2As - [aAa/2j. It is also BI < 2Ba = 2Aa. The “unsuccessful” expansions generated 
edges involving at most [aAa/2] logn vertices. Each “successful” expansion generated 
edges involving at most 6.2556 lg lg n vertices and we had A I <A0 such expansions. 
During the following iterations of Expand vertices labeled lg n - Ig lgn - 4 are 
expanded similar to vertices labeled Ig n - Ig lg n - 5 in the previous paragraphs. Each 
internal vertex of T will have one vertex labeled lg n - lg Ig n - 3 and after all leaves 
labeled lg n - Ig lgn - 4 are expanded we shall have with probability at least 1 - 
l/(n* Ig n), Al - [aA!J “successful” expansions with the “unsuccessful” expansions 
generating edges involving at most [aA I J log n da log nAi vertices. The number A2 of 
vertices labeled Ign - lglgn - 3, and also equal to the number of internal vertices 
of T at this stage of the expansion, is such that A2 22A1 - [uAIJ, and A2 <2AI. The 
number of vertices B2 is such that B2 2 BI + 2Ar - [aA, 1, and B2 62BI. 
This inductive argument yields that at the completion of the i( 22)th expansion 
cycle, when all vertices labeled Ig n - lg Ig n - 5 + (i - 1) are expanded, we have that 
Bi 2 Bi_ 1+2Ai_ I- [UAi_ 1 J and Ai > 2A,_ I- [CIA;- 1 J . It is also that case that Ai < 2Ai_ 1 
and Bi <2Bi_ 1. The number of vertices revealed by “unsuccessful” expansions is at 
most [UAi_IJ log n, and the number of “successful” expansions were at least Ai- l - 
lUAi_ I J . Each “successful” expansion generated edges involving at most 6.2556 Ig lg n 
vertices. The number of internal vertices of T at this stage of the expansion is also Ai. 
For i 22 the previous inequalities give 
A; 2 2Ai_1 - l&-I] 
2 (2 - a)Ai_I 
> (2 - a)‘-‘A, 
> (2 - a)‘-‘( 1 - u/2)Ao. 
Similarly, for i>2 and given that 0 < a < 1 we get 
Bi 2 B;_1 + 2Ai_1 - [UAi-IJ 
> Bi_1 + (2 - a)Ai-1 
> (2 - u/2)Ao + [(2 - a) + . . + (2 - u)~-‘] (1 - u/2)A,, 
a A0 (2 _ a)’ + (“‘2:(2 i ‘)’ _ 21 
2 Ao(2 - a)’ 
2 (n/(32 lgn))(2 - a)’ . 
The largest label a vertex can get is given by the value parameter d is assigned in 
step 4 of Phase. Substituting d = Ig lg n - [lg Ig lg nl for i into the expression for Bi 
derived above, the second claim of Proposition 2 is shown. It is also the case that 
Bd an/(32 2”s’s’snl ). For the base case we have that BI 2 2Aa - [uA0/21. 
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The number of internal vertices of T at most doubles at the completion of an ex- 
pansion cycle and thus for i 22 
Ai < 2Ai_1 
6 2’-‘A, 
< 2’-‘A,,, 
and Al GAO, while for Bi, i 3 1, we have that 
When vertices labeled Ig n - lg Ig n - 5 + (i - 1) are expanded in Expand, if for 
any reason the expansion of such vertices fails to follow our probabilistic claims we 
stop Expand and declare failure of Expand, Phase, and the Broadcast. This check is 
performed in step 4’. 
The probability that this happens is at most l/(n2 lgn) for the expansion of vertices 
labeled lg n - lg Ig n - 5 + (i - 1) and since the largest value i assumes is at most 
lg Ig n - [lg Ig lg nl, by subadditivity, the failure probability is at most l/n’, for the 
whole execution of Expand in step 5 of Phase. 
The number of vertices involved in the generation of edges in the first call to Expand 
in step 2 of Phase is at most (n/(64 Ig n))9.13 Ig n + 1. 
The number of vertices involved in “unsuccessful” expansions up to the expansion 
of vertices labeled lg n - Ig Ig n - 5 + (i - 1) (i 3 2) is at most 
( 
i-l 
(a/2)Ao + a c Al log n < ((a/2)Ao + a2’As) log n. 
j=l ) 
For i = d = Iglgn - [lg lglgn] this is at most n/ lglgn = o(n). The size s of S during 
the call to Expand in step 5 of Phase remains equal to (5n log log n)/( 16 Ig lg lg n 
log n). The number of vertices involved in the generation of edges in the call to Expand 
in step 5 of Phase by “successful” expansions, whose number is Aa/ + Cyc,’ Ai is 
thus at most (2dn/(64 lgn))6.25566 Ig lg n < (n/(64 Ig lgn))6.25566 Ig Ig n. If we add 
up all these terms their sum is at most n/2 for sufficiently large n. 
As we have already claimed the second call to Expand fails with probability at 
most I/n’. The first call fails with probability at most l/n’fi giving an overall failure 
probability, by subadditivity, of at most l/n Ifr: for an E > 0 that depends on c. Cl 
We can thus distinguish three types of vertices at the conclusion of step 5. 
Type 1 vertices. These are the at least n(2 - a) IsIgn-rlgIgIgnl/(32lgn) (from 
the expression for B;) vertices that possess the message. Let us call this set of 
vertices T, . 
Type 2 vertices. These are the at most n/2 - n(2 -a) ‘g ‘gn- rlg’g’gnl /(32 lg n) vertices 
that participated in the finding of the broadcast tree but do not possess the message. 
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Hereafter we shall assume that the number of Type 1 and Type 2 vertices add up 
to n/2 even if we had not needed so many vertices when T was built in Phase. Let 
us call this set of vertices T2. 
l Type 3 vertices. These are the at least n/2 vertices of the graph that were neither 
involved in the finding of the tree nor have received the message yet. Let us call 
this set of vertices TJ. 
No revelation of edges among Type 3 vertices has occurred hence, edges among 
Type 3 vertices or among Type 3 and Type 1,2 vertices are independent of the edges 
revealed while the broadcast tree was being formed. 
7.1. Close-to-optimal broadcast in random graphs 
In this section we examine close-to-optimal broadcast in Gnqp random graphs, where 
p = c Ig lg lg n logn/n, for any constant c > 16. For simplicity we shall assume that 
n is of the form n = 22k. At the conclusion of the proof we shall examine the case of 
n not being a power of two. We now prove the following. 
Theorem 4. In almost all G,, random graphs, with edge probability p = c lg Ig Ig n 
log n/n, for any constant 16 < c < 16.01, and for large enough n close-to-optimal 
broadcast in [lgnl + 1 time steps is feasible. 
The theorem follows for c > 16.01 as noted previously for other similar statements 
on monotonically increasing properties. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4 
of [5]. What changes here is procedure Phase. In procedure Phase, steps 3-5 appear in 
addition to steps l-2. Despite such additions all five steps require overall the generation 
of edges that involve no more than n/2 vertices. 
Proof. In the proof to follow we assume n = 22k, k a positive integer. The re- 
maining cases follow from this proof if we take into consideration the discussion 
at the end of Section 2. The first stage of the close-to-optimal broadcast requires 
the execution of Phase. When Broadcast is executed on T (if run simultaneously 
with the construction of T) its labeled vertices will receive the message at the time 
step indicated by their particular label. In the first lgn - lg Ig n - 5 steps the mes- 
sage, originally held by the root of T, is broadcast o n/(32 lgn) vertices just as 
in Theorem 4 of [5]. At the end of lg Ign - [lg Ig lgn] additional steps the message 
will be held by at least n(2 - a) ‘g’gn-r’g’g’g”l/(32 Ig n) vertices. The probability of 
failure of this. stage is given by Proposition 2 and is 0( l/n’+‘) for the E claimed 
there. 
The arguments in the remainder of the proof are essentially those of Theorem 4 
of [5]. 
In the second stage we split the Type 1 and 3 vertices into t + 1 sets (t to be 
defined later) PO,. . , V,. Set PO is T, and thus consists of all Type 1 vertices that 
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got the message in the first Ign - [lglglgn] - 5 time steps. It is ] Vcl >n(2- 
.)‘s’sn-r’s’s’snl/(321gn). We also have ]Va] <n/(32 2 r’s’s’snl ) by the fact that B; d2’Ac 
as shown in the proof of Proposition 2. 
Let t - 1 = [lglgn + 3 - (Iglgn - [lglgIgn])lg(2 - a)]. We distinguish two cases. 
Cuse 1: In case t - 1 = 3 + [lg Ig Ignl the claims to be proved are identical to the 
ones presented in Theorem 4 of [5] and omitted here. A term used to express the size 
of set V; there need only to be changed, that is we need to have Ln/(8( [IgIg lgn] +3))J 
instead of [n/(8(lg Ig n + 3))J there. 
Cuse 2: In case t - 1 = 4 + [lg lg lg nl (the only other alternative) the proof follows. 
Let sets VI,..., V,- 1, VI with sizes to be determined shortly, consist of Type 3 vertices 
arbitrarily distributed among these sets. The cardinalities of these sets (similarly to [7]) 
are chosen to be lVi\ = 2’-‘]Vcl + [n/(8 ([lglglgn] + 3))j, i = l,...,t - 2. 
We choose t - 1 so that 2(‘-“1 I’,-,\ an/4 thus the choice t - 1 = [lg Ign + 3 - 
(lg Ign - [lg Iglgn])lg (2 - a)1 claimed earlier. Since for this case t - I takes the 
value t - 1 = 4 + [IgIg lgn] we shall also choose IV,_, / = n/8. Set V, holds the 
remaining Type 3 vertices of the graph. 
We note that 
Ign- [lglglgnl -5+(t- 1) 
= lgn - [lglglgnl - 5 + [lglgn + 3 - (lglgn - [lgIgIgn])lg(2 - a)1 
dlgn-l+~lgIgIgnl(lg(2-a)-1) +Iglgn(l-lg(2-a)). 
Asymptotically for large n the last two terms of the last inequality tend to zero and 
thus an integer upper bound on the number of steps for the first two stages of the 
close-to-optimal broadcast algorithm is Ig n - 1. If we add to this time the two steps of 
the third stage to be described below, we get at most Ign + 1 time steps for all three 
stages of the broadcast algorithm. 
We now try to find a lower bound for (2 - u)‘g’gn-r’g’g’gnl and subsequently for 
2’-* I Vol. We have that for 0 < x < 1 
lg(2-x)= 1 -x/(2log2)+o(X*): 
and thus Lg(2 -x)>, 1 -x/(2log2), For x = a, we get (2 - u)>2’-a/(*‘og*) and thus 
pp4 3 p+r'g'g'g,,l (n(2 _ u)'gIgn-r'g'g'gf~l/(321gn)) 
2 (n/(32lgn))2 ( ’ - 40 ‘Og *))(‘g ‘gfl- [‘g ‘g ‘g !I] ) 23+ [‘g ‘g ‘I: /I1 
Z (n/4)2- (~‘g’g~~M*‘og*) 
b 0.75(n/4), 
for a = ( I + l/ log n)/(log’+r n), n > 600. 
We thus get that the following holds. 
I-l 
C Jvil = 2’-21~01 + (n/8) + (f - 2)lnl(8([lglglgnl + 3))J. 
i=o 
We note that 2’-2 1 Vol <n/4 and from a previous inequality 2’-2] Val> 0.75n/4. There- 
fore, IV,1 =n/2-n/8-2’-21V~I+IVol-(t-2)~n/(8(~lgIgIgn]+3))~~/Vol. We then 




A0 = V,, B = 8; 
for i = I to (t - 2) do 
begin 
Find a matching between A;_, and V; that saturates A;_, , 
and transmit the message from each vertex of Ai-1 to its matched 
one in Vi/i; 
Let Ai = A,_, U {x : x E Vi, x matched to a vertex in A,_, }; 
Let B = B U (Vi - A,); 
end 
Find a matching between A,_* and V,_, saturating V,_,, 
and transmit the message from each vertex of A,_2 to its matched 
one in V,-1; 
Let A,_, = A,_2 U V,_l; 
end 
This procedure implements the second stage of the optimal broadcast algorithm. 
Theorem 3 with x = [n/(8( [lg Ig Ign] + 3))J gives that with probability at least 
I - I/n’+“?, for some 1-:2 > 0, a matching between set A;_ I (no connection with the 
Ai_ 1 of the proof of Proposition 2) and Vi that saturates Ai- 1, for I <i < t - 2, exists 
thus creating a set Ai whose size is double of that of A;_,. We have [lg Ig Ign] + 3 
iterations in this procedure and thus the probability that for some i there is no matching 
saturating Ai_ 1 is O(lg Ig n/n’+“’ ) = 0( I/n’+“l ) for a positive constant ~3 < ~2. If this is 
the case, we declare failure of procedure Partial-Broadcast and the broadcast algorithm. 
For the last step involving A,-2 and V,_, since the two sets are of size at least n/8 
(note that /A,_21 = 2’-21 V0l>0.75n/4), Theorem 2 can be claimed and with probability 
at least I - I/n’.’ there exists a matching saturating V,-1. Overall the failure probability 
of this procedure is 0( l/n’+“l) for some EI > 0 that depends on ~3, 
The size of set B after the completion of this stage is (t - 2)Ln/(8( [lg Ig Ig n1 + 
3))j <n/8. 
The first two stages together required at most Ign - I (and at least Ign - 2) time 
steps for broadcasting. In the third stage, within the remaining two time steps, we shall 
broadcast the message to the vertices that have not yet received it. 
At this point we examine the types of vertices encountered in the first two stages of 
the algorithm. We have with high probability that: 
( 1) Let A be the set of vertices that have received the message so far. It is IAl = 
2’-2 1 Vol + n/8 and A consists of Type 1 and 3 vertices. 
(2) Let B be the set of Type 3 vertices used in the construction of sets Vi,. . . , V,_, , 
but never got the message. We have that IBI <n/8. 
(3) V, is the set of Type 3 vertices that did not participate in the formation of sets 
VI,. . ., V,_ I and we have ( V, I 2 I If, (. From an earlier estimate of 1 V, I we get 1 V, 1 d 
(n/2) - (n/8) - 0.75n/4 + I Vol - (n/8) + (t - 2). 
(4) T2 is the set of Type 2 vertices which never received the message in the first stage 
of the algorithm when the tree T was found. We have that I Tzl = n/2 - I Vol. 
In the following two time steps of the third stage we disseminate the message to the 
vertices that have not yet received it. This is accomplished as follows. 
Time step Ign. We find a complete matching between B and the vertices in V,_, n A 
that saturates B. It is n/8 - [lg Ig Ig n1 - 3 < IB( <n/8 and ) If-1 n Al = n/8. No edges 
between the vertices in the two sets have been revealed although edges between B and 
A - V,_, have been so. Thus Theorem 2 for two sets of size equal to that of set B, 
proves the existence of a complete matching that saturates B with probability at least 
1 - l/n’.5. 
Let the matched vertices in V,_I nA form set D. It is IDI = IB(. We then match the 
unmatched vertices of A - D to an equal number of vertices of V,. No edges between 
the two sets have been revealed. We note that IA ( - (D( >0.75n/4 while 1 V,l<0.2%1/4+ 
/Vol + (t - 2). The size of the difference of IA - DI and I V,I make Theorem 3 with 
p(x + v) > 3 logn applicable so that with probability at least 1 - l/n2 a matching that 
saturates V, exists. 
After we have established the two matchings we simultaneously broadcast the mes- 
sage from each vertex in D to its matched one in B and from each vertex in A - D to 
its matched one in V,. The probability that some of the two matchings fail to exist is 
at most 2/n’.5. 
At the conclusion of this step only vertices of set T2 will have not received the 
message. 
Time step Ign+ 1. We match the T2 vertices with an equal number of Type 3 vertices 
that have the message. Theorem 2 shows that such a matching exists with probability 
at least I - l/n’,s. 
Therefore the probability that the third stage fails to execute properly is 0( l/n’.5). 
Hence the probability that some of the steps of some of the three stages fail is at 
most the sum of the failure probabilities of the three stages and thus 0( I/n’+“) for 
some positive constant I). 
Therefore, in Ig n + 1 (for n a power of two) time steps we have broadcast, with 
high probability, the original message to all the vertices of the random graph. We have 
proved that from a given vertex we can broadcast a message to all the other vertices of 
a random graph, with probability of failure 0(1/n I+‘). Then the probability that some 
vertex fails to broadcast a message it possesses in Ign steps (for n a power of two) 
is 0( l/n”), and the broadcast number of almost all such graphs is lg n. 
If n is not a power of two, that is n = 2” + I with 0 < I < 2”, then the Ign in 
the proof above must be replaced by LlgnJ = k and in so many steps the message is 
broadcast to 2k vertices. There are 1 vertices left with no message received and their 
edges to the 2” vertices have not been revealed. We can find a complete matching 
between the vertices that have received the message and the ones that have not. Then 
each matched vertex with the message transmits it to its matched one and the algorithm 
terminates. Theorem 2 if I > n/4, or Theorem 3 with p(x + Y) > 3 logn otherwise, 
shows the existence of such a matching with probability at least 1 - l/n’.5. This case 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
7.2, Neur-optimul hroudcust in rundom gruphs - An improved bound 
In this section we examine near-optimal broadcast in G,l,p random graphs, where 
p = c logn/n, c > 18.4. We are going to improve the bounds claimed earlier in 
this section by using the technique described in the previous section. We need 
to prove first a sequence of propositions for this p analogous to Propositions I 
and 2. 
Procedure Phase can be used for this case if the values of parameter s change there 
as indicated in the proof below. 
Proposition 3. In the cluss G,,,, oj’rundom gruphs with p = c lognln, jbr uny constunt 
18.4 < c < 18.41, when procedure Phuse is executed, jtir n > 600 and some positive 
S (respectively [), with prohubility ut leust 1 - l/n’+” (respectively 1 - I/ log’fS n), 
uny one jixed internul vertex of’ T between step 1 (respectively step 3) und step 3 
(respectively step 6) of Phase, obtuins ut leust lg n (respectively Ig Ig n) and ut most 
8.97 Ig n (respectively 6.2 I Ig Ig n) children. The values of’ purumeter s in procedure 
Phase need only be changed jtir this proposition to hold. 
The property expressed by the theorem is clearly a monotonically. increasing one and 
thus the theorem follows for c > 18.41 as well. 
Proof. The first part of the proposition related to steps l-3 was proved in the first part 
of the proof of Proposition 2 of [5] and we use here the s used there. The proof is 
similar to that of Proposition I. For steps 3-6 if we take p]SJ = 0.269 18.4 log log n, 
with s = ISI = (0.269n log log n)/ log n, use the Angluin-Valiant bounds and retain 
the terminology used there, we have for the random variable U, through the call to 
Expand in step 5 of Phase: 
Prob(U< lgIgn)< log-‘.“sn, 
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and 
Prob(U>6.21 lglgn)< log-‘.075n. 
The proposition follows. 0 
A proposition similar to Proposition 2 directly follows from Proposition 3. Given 
this, the following theorem would hold. 
Theorem 5. In almost all G,r.p rundom graphs with edge probubility p = c log n/n, 
jbr uny constant 18.4 < c < 18.41, new-optimul broudcust cun be achieved in 
Ig n + o(lg lg lg n) time steps. 
The theorem follows for larger values of c by the monotonicity (increasing) of the 
property stated. 
The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3 of [5]. The only difference is that the 
broadcast time is lg n + O(lg Ig lg n) here instead of lgn + O(lg lg n) in Theorem 3 of 
m 
Proof. We refer to the proof of Theorem 3 of [5] for details. The first stage of the 
broadcast algorithm is the only difference between this proof and the proof of that 
theorem. We execute in procedure Phase steps 3-5 in addition to steps 1 and 2 since the 
broadcast tree used in the proof of Theorem 3 of [5] is the tree built by steps 1 and 2 of 
Phase. This way after Ig n - [lg Ig Ig nl - 5 steps at least n(2 - .)‘g’g”-r’g’gisr11/(32 Ig n) 
vertices of T (and the graph) receive the message. 
The solution for i of 
ki>(2(1 - 1/4))‘n(2 -a~g’gn-r’g’g’l:‘11/(321gn)~n/4, 
given that (if we also make use of a lower bound for the left hand side of the inequality 
below shown in the proof of Theorem 4) 
n(2 _ .)‘s’gfl-r’l:‘g’s,11/(32Ign)~(0.75n/4)2-3-T’g’g’““1, 
if added to the time of the first stage and the three time steps required for the third 
stage to follow gives the desired broadcast time. 
The remaining three steps of the third stage, as in Theorem 3 of [5], require only 
the changes of the sizes of the various sets to reflect the changes indicated above and 
the claim that only three more steps are required to deliver the message to the vertices 
that do not possess it is similar to the one in Theorem 3 of [5]. For more details we 
refer to that proof. 0 
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